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THE PERFECT VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  
FOR LEISURE FACILITIES

EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE 
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Your visitors should be able to buy a ticket with 
ease, get into the facility conveniently, occupy only 
one locker and purchase spontaneously? Nothing 
could be simpler with a GANTNER RFID system 

INCREASE EFFICIENCY
ORGANIZE PROCESSES

solution specially designed for the world of baths 
and spas. No matter what your requirements are, 
GANTNER has the right solution for your facilities.

GANTNER systems 
reduce administration 
and costs, while at the 
same time increasing 

convenience and safety.

“
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EXITING SYSTEMS

CASHLESS PAYMENT

SIMPLE SALESFLEXIBLE SYSTEM ACCESS SOLUTIONS & 
SOFTWARE

EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

GANTNER offers coordinated system solutions for different requirements from a single source. 
We make sure any desired system expansions can be implemented with ease at any time.

But what exactly is covered by a GANTNER system? 

Simply said: EVERYTHING – from the cashier  
system including ticket and wristband issuing  
machines, as well as web-shop and reservation 
functionalities, to access control at turnstiles and 

doors, electronic locker locks for wardrobes, all the 
way to cashless payments at all POS. 

As comfort is an important factor, your visitors  
need nothing but a convenient wristband (or a card) 
and they’re all set to enjoy their leisure time.

Via modular expansion, 
a GANTNER system can 
be customized to match 

any client’s individual 
needs – an investment 

in the future.
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 
VISITOR MANAGEMENT

ELECTRONIC 
LOCKER SYSTEMS

SAFE AND RELIABLE
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A well organized, controlled and swift access into 
the facility provides safety and increases efficiency. 
GANTNER access control systems ensure waiting 
times are reduced so that your guests can enjoy 
your facilities longer. 

RFID wristbands, issued at automatons or staffed  
cashier’s desks, regulate access via turnstiles.  
The credentials for various areas of the facility  
can also be easily managed with an access  
control system.

GANTNER systems 
enable different access 
credentials to distinct 

areas and relieves staff 
via automated 
entry/exiting.

ACCESS SOLUTIONS AND 
EXITING SYSTEMS 
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Return automatons for wristbands allow fully auto-
mated exiting – but only once all services booked 

AUTOMATED EXITING OF THE FACILITY

onto the wristband have been paid for. Secure, 
convenient, fast.

With the help of the 
GANTNER system, the 

management software checks 
whether all services really 

have been paid for.
If this is not the case, the 
outstanding balance can 

be paid at an automaton at 
the end of the stay.

“

GANTNER automaton solutions integrated into turnstiles enable the safe and controlled  
exiting of the facility and require no staff involvement.
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Especially at peak times, free lockers are scarce. 
With an electronic locker locking system, however, 
you can manage the situation, as you have a clear 
overview of occupancy and can administrate your 
lockers on PCs or tablets, thus minimising the ad-

ministrative efforts involved. Everybody can forget 
about keys. And maintenance costs almost com-
pletely disappear.

Modern and secure wardrobe lockers play an important role in every leisure facility.

LOCKER LOCKING 
SYSTEMS

Intuitive operation Reduced costs Efficient administration
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THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR EVERY FACILITY

It doesn’t matter whether you are planning new facilities or intend to retrofit existing lockers with 
an electronic locker locking system. With GANTNER solutions, it’s not only possible but easy.

A (wired) networked locker locking solution offers 
maximum operating security combined with mini-
mum system maintenance. It allows the entire faci-
lity to be controlled, monitored and administered 

via PC or tablet. Battery-operated locker locking 
systems can also be easily retrofitted into exis-
ting lockers and are suitable for almost any locker  
material.

For the highest design 
expectations, intuitive 

operation, ease of 
installation, various 

operating modes, clear 
status display or central 
control – GANTNER has 
the right locker locking 

solution for you!

“
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Wardrobe lockers and strongboxes turn into cent-
rally administrable units, conveniently operated via 
chip or card. With the administration software, you 

gain full control over the locking system in real time 
allowing you to control every single lock and issue 
credentials.

Are you looking for a completely flexible and secure locker locking system, with minimum 
administration and intuitive, convenient options of use? Nothing is easier with a GANTNER 
centrally-powered locker system.

You decide how the 
lockers will be used: free, 

personal or timed.
For optimum safety 
and transparency.

“

Easy administration 
of credentials 

Alarm functionality Maintenance-free

CENTRALLY-POWERED 
LOCKER SYSTEMS
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The award-winning locks come with various fea-
tures, e.g. free locker selection, clear open/closed 
indication and easy handling. Thanks to the various 

lock models, GANTNER can provide an optimal, 
easy to implement solution for every requirement.

BATTERY-POWERED 
LOCKER SYSTEMS

With a battery-powered GANTNER locker locking solution, wristbands are turned into  
locker keys thereby providing an innovative, electronic locker locking system without any  
cabling nor cumbersome installation. Retrofitting existing lockers is easy.

Info terminals display the number 
of the selected locker and your 

own bookings. The wristband or 
card replaces the key.

Award-winning
solution

Easy retrofitting Battery life 
up to 10 years
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CASHLESS 
PAYMENTS

The payment process is quick and error-free, and 
as no cash needs to be handled, queueing at the 
cashier’s desk is a thing of the past. 

Debiting and crediting is mostly automatic, with 
no staff required. You can also offer your visitors 
special promotions and discounts.

With contactless chip technology, the cashless payment system will find its way into your 
facility. In the restaurant, at the vending machine or the shop, payments are facilitated via 
a wristband. Easy and convenient.

Saves time No cash handling Safe and reliable

Crediting or debiting can 
be performed and have a 

significant financial impact.
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At the info terminals, visitors can query and view 
their purchase history at any time. The wristbands 
or access cards are turned into electronic wallets.  

This is not only convenient and secure, it also 
boosts spontaneous consumption.

REDUCED STAFF COSTS

With cashless payment systems, all purchases can be easily settled and paid.

Cashless payments 
reduce the staff required 

for POS and administration. 
Spontaneous consumption 
leads to increased sales.

“
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POS SYSTEMS

GANTNER software solutions have been specially 
designed for the bath and leisure market in mind 
and offer various modules, functions and interfaces 
in addition to the classic sales of entrance tickets at 

cashier’s desks or automatons. You just tell us what 
your requirements are, and we’ll offer you a customi-
zed management package.

In order to control processes perfectly, reduce staff and administration costs significantly, 
and achieve transparency, an efficient and optimally configured visitor management system 
is an absolute must for bathing and leisure facilities.

Increased sales Flexible and 
location-independent

Various modules 
and interfaces 

Web shop solutions and 
various settlement modules 

(e.g. solutions for school 
classes or associations) can 
be implemented with ease. 
Detailed statistics enable 

perfect planning of marketing 
activities.
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Thanks to our state-of-the-art automated solutions, 
all areas of the facility can be easily, and above 
all, efficiently integrated into the administration 
system. Wristband issuing automatons, turnstile  

terminals, vending machines, grouped door controls 
and automatons for payment when leaving or re-
turning the wristband ensure optimized processes.

REDUCED COSTS AND INCREASED EFFICIENCY 
THANKS TO AUTOMATION

GANTNER management 
solutions provide a clear 

overview of all daily 
activities and bookings.

“

The POS system is linked to the access control system and offers a seamless solution for 
sales and settling customer accounts.
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Turnstiles with  
GT7 Terminal

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ACCESS SYSTEM

DATA CARRIERS

The chip in the wristband or card is turned into a universal ticket for your visitors.

The RFID chip can be integrated into cards, wristbands, key fobs or smartphones.

Plastic wristbandSilicone wristband Chip card

GT7 Terminal with
QR code reader
flush-mounted

GT7 Terminal with 
Access App/Advanced 
Access App for 
doors or turnstiles

Ticketing terminal  
for turnstiles with  
barcode/QR code reader

Turnstiles Security gates Group doors /
swinging doors

Keytag

GR7 reader with glass front with our without keypad

GT7 Terminal with 
Access App/Advanced 
Access App for 
doors or turnstiles

GT7 Terminal with
QR code reader 
stainless steel holder
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WARDROBE SYSTEM

CASHLESS PAYMENT

AUTOMATON SOLUTIONS

No keys, no coins, yet everything is safely stored away and locked with a data carrier.

Automated processes for issuing or returning wristbands, or paying when leaving.

Be it for drinks, sunbeds or having a good time at the bar – pay for it with the data carrier.

Sales and paying when leaving 
automaton

Tablet

Time control terminal  
for sunbeds, whirlpools  
or massage benches

Automaton for issuing wristbands

Desktop reader

Automaton for returning wristbands

POS terminal

GV6 Terminal
for vending machines

GT7 Terminal with
Countdown App for 
shower control

GAT ECO.Lock GAT ECO.Side Lock ECO.Lock
BLE Gateway

GAT NET.Lock eLoxx Suite Schrank-
verwaltungssoftware

GT7 Terminal 
with Info App

GL7p
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